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Generation of Antipodal Random Vectors With
Prescribed Non-Stationary 2-nd Order Statistics
Alberto Caprara, Fabio Furini, Andrea Lodi, Mauro Mangia, Riccardo Rovatti, and Gianluca Setti

Abstract—A Look-Up-Table-based method is proposed to gen-
erate random instances of an antipodal -dimensional vector so
that its 2-nd order statistics are as close as possible to a given spec-
ification. The method is based on linear optimization and exploits
column-generation techniques to cope with the exponential com-
plexity of the task. It yields a LUT whose storage requirements are
only and thus are compatible with hardware implementa-
tion for non-negligible . Applications are shown in the fields of
Compressive Sensing and of Ultra Wide Band systems based on
Direct Sequence – Code Division Multiple Acces.

Index Terms—Compressed sensing, correlation, signal design,
signal generators, spread spectrum.

I. INTRODUCTION

C ONTROLLING the 2-nd order statistics of a discrete-
time random process means controlling how its energy/

power is distributed in the signal space. It is a general problem
with classical applications in telecommunications, radar, image
processing and measurement engineering to name a few (see
e.g., [1], [2], [3]).
In its easiest embodiment, the problem of attaining pre-

scribed 2-nd order statistics poses no additional constraint on
the process to generate .
In this case, if the desired statistics are stationary, it may be

given in terms of a correlation
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but also in terms of the equivalent power spectrum
such that

Exploiting this, one may synthesize a linear filter whose
transfer function is such that and feed it
with any unit-power white process to obtain an output process
that satisfies the requirement.
If the desired statistics are non-stationary but we are inter-

ested in the samples of within a time window (say for
) we may note that the entries for

give a symmetric and positive semidefinite matrix
such that for some matrix .
Hence, if is any random vector

whose correlation matrix is the identity, then con-
tains the samples satisfying the requirement since

.
Yet, for obvious implementation reasons, most of contempo-

rary information processing systems deal with discrete quanti-
ties and implicitly require that the generated process fits within
that framework.
The above classical approaches, which are substantially

based on linear processing, may still be applied whenever the
number of quantization levels assigned to each is suffi-
ciently large. When the number of allowed levels decreases,
quantization dominates and linear processing becomes much
less effective.
What we address here is the extreme case in which is

forced to be an antipodal process, i.e., it may yield one of two
opposite values.
When the 2nd-order requirement is stationary and we are

interested in generating long waveforms, the problem may be
tackled with existing methods [6], [7] that exploit a suitably de-
signed linear filter in a feedback branch deciding the probability
with which subsequent are assigned one of the two possible
values. The resulting spectra are approximations of the desired
ones whose quality depends both on the target and on the algo-
rithms used for feedback filter synthesis.
On the contrary, little can be found in the Literature to tackle

the antipodal, non-stationary case when the process must be
generated in a finite window. The most general available tool
dates back to 1966 and is the arcsine law [4]. To our purposes
and following an established path [3], [5]1, it can be stated that
if is a zero mean Gaussian random vector whose entries

1The authors wish to thank one of the anonymous reviewers for bringing this
technique to their attention.
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are such that for and
for , and if for
then

To have , one may compute
and, whenever the resulting is a nonnegative

definite matrix, rely on standard generation of Gaussian multi-
variate to produce the needed by clipping. We will indicate
this methods as Gaussian-based.
This paper aims at improving on that tool and proposes a

generator based on a randomly addressed digital LookUp-Table
(LUT). The content of the LUT is computed by solving a large
scale Linear Programming problem (LP) whose favorable prop-
erties allow attacking instances of non-negligible sizes.
The discussion is organized as follows. In Section II the

problem is formally defined. In Section III we investigate how
the antipodality constraint affects the possibility of reproducing
an arbitrary and show that our method is more general than
the Gaussian-based one. In Section IV the LP used to fill the
LUT is described and its properties discussed. In Section V
we detail the column-generation approach proposed to solve
such a LP. Sections VI and VII are devoted to exemplifying the
approach in two different applicative contexts. In both cases
system-level performance improvement are achieved thanks to
the possibility of generating antipodal vectors with a prescribed
2nd-order correlation. The last case also allows us to show that
the method proposed here can improve the linear probability
feedback approach when both are applicable.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE APPROACH

The systemwewant to design is a generator of instances of an
-dimensional random vector such that the correlation matrix

is as close as possible to a given matrix .
All the instances of are constrained to be with

. With this, we know in advance that the diagonal
of contains only 1 since independently of the
vector statistics. The other entries of have to be matched to
those of .
The general structure of the generator we propose is that of a

simple digital Look-Up-Table (LUT) whose entries are strings
of bits that can be mapped into vectors in .
Each time an instance is needed, the LUT is addressed at

random according to the probability assignment , i.e., so
that the vector appears at the output with probability .
With this, the generator, is completely defined by the content

of the LUT and by the joint probability function
.

In particular, we will see that the support

of the joint probability can be chosen so that its cardinality is
much less than the possible instances of but is limited to a
number of elements that is . Since each item in the LUT is
an -bit string, this makes the number of bits to be stored ,
which remains compatible with a full hardware implementation

imposing, for example, less than 1 Mbit of storage for up to
120.
Then, the problem reduces to the determination of starting

from the desired correlation values in so that has the least
possible cardinalilty, i.e., as far as possible from the obvious
upper bound.
This is done by defining as the matrix containing

the deviations between the desired correlation and the correla-
tion resulting from the choice of and devising a design pro-
cedure based on the minimization of some norm of such a
deviation.

III. PROPERTIES AND LIMITATIONS

We recalled in the Introduction that, starting from indepen-
dently and identically distributed random variables arranged in
the vector , one can easily generate instances of a vector
with a prescribed by means of a simple linear transformation.
Hence, without the constraint , the set of matrices

for which the synthesis problem can be solved is that of
nonnegative definite matrices with unit diagonal entries. Let us
indicate such a set as . For an matrix , define
to be its upper-left submatrix. The Sylvester’s criterion
tells us that is defined in the space of the parameters
with by the polynomial inequalities

(1)

When , due to the discrete nature of the vector , the
correlation can be written as

(2)

where remains implicitly defined. Since we have
and , (2) defines the convex hull

of the points for , i.e., a polytope that we will
indicate as . For example, if then (2) reduces to

(3)

with and that produces values of
in .

Hence, the antipodality constraint, reduces the set of correla-
tion matrices for which the synthesis problem can be solved to

.
The Gaussian-based approach sketched in the Introduction

relies on the generation of a multivariate zero-mean, unit
variance Gaussian vector with correlations .
Such an approach is successful only if the matrix built from
the matrix is nonnegative definite, i.e., it satisfies

(4)

Indicate with the set of matrices for which this
happens.
If one wants to use Gaussian-based generation, the set of ma-

trixes for which the synthesis problem can be solved is re-
stricted to .
It is easy to anticipate that, for large enough, the above

inclusions are strict. In fact, in the space of the parameters
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Fig. 1. Plot of (a) and (b) in the parameter space .
Clearly .

with , is defined by a set of -th degree
polynomial inequalities (1), is an -dimensional polytope
(2) defined by linear inequalities, and is defined by a set
of trascendental inequalities (4).
Trivially . Moreover,

since (1) requires while (3) implies
and (4) implies .
For larger , the difference between polynomial and linear

inequalities comes into play and as shown in
Fig. 1 in which the two sets are plotted in the parameter space

. Still we have .
Increasing we get that . In fact, we may take

for which we have

To apply the Gaussian-based method we should set
for . Yet, the resulting matrix

features a minimum eigenvalue of and thus is not
nonnegative-definite.
Beyond this single case, one may, for example, scan all the

4 4 correlation matrices whose entries can be written as for
and find that 75480 of them are compatible

with an antipodal process (i.e., belong to ) but cannot be
obtained by applying the Gaussian-based method (i.e., they do
not belong to ).
To proceed further, note that, if is the correlation matrix

of , then is the correlation
of the subvector . Hence, if
(where is any of “NND”, “Ant”, or “Gau”) it must also be

. By reversing the implication we also get that if
an matrix exist not belonging to , then
there is a whole familiy of matrices not belonging to .
Hence, if any of the inclusions is

strict for a certain then it is strict also for any .

In the light of this and of the above examples, for all relevant
dimensionalities ( ), the antipodality constraint limits the
ability of synthesizing second-order statistical properties but,
within that limited scope, the method proposed here allows to
tackle cases that would be otherwise unachievable by means of
Gaussian-based generation.
As a final remark, since we base our approach on mini-

mizing the deviation defined in Section II, target correlations
can be still be approximated and from
it is expected that the resulting approx-

imation will be closer to the target than any Gaussian-based
approximation.

IV. SMALL-SUPPORT JOINT PROBABILITIES WITH
PRESCRIBED CORRELATIONS

From the previous discussion we get that
.

We also choose to measure the quality of the solution we
pursue with that exploits the fact that
is symmetric (due to the intrinsic symmetry of and )

and, most importantly, allows minimization by means of a LP
problem.
In fact, we can split in its positive part by defining two auxil-

iary matrices (positive part of ) and (negative part
of ) such that and
for . With this while

.
What we want is then encoded in the following minimization

problem

(5)

where matrix equalities and inequalities are meant to hold com-
ponent-wise. Since the true degree of freedom is

, the minimization of ensures that

at least one of and is zero for each thus implying
that and are respectively the positive and negative part
of as defined before. Clearly, when we have
perfectly matched the target correlation .
Note that, since the number of independent non-diagonal en-

tries in a symmetric matrix is , (5) contains
degrees of freedom (the values of and the

free entries of and ) constrained by non-negativity con-
straints and equality constraints (one enforcing
probability normalization and given by the matching the free
entries of against those of ).
The fact that (5) is a LP problem allows us to derive an upper

bound on the minimum , i.e., on the size of the smallest pos-
sible number of entries of the lookup table.
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The problem is surely feasible since, for any given
we may set , for , and compute

.
Hence, the solution to (5) exists and can be found at one of

the vertices of the polytope defined by the constraints, i.e., at a
point defined by a number of equality constraints equal to the
number of variables .
Since , an optimum exists such that at least out

of the non-negativity constraints are active, thus zeroing the
corresponding variables. Among these, at most are entries
of either or ( of which we already know are always
null) leaving that at least values of are null.
From all this, a solution to (5) exists corresponding to a

lookup table with entries thus substantiating
the anticipated trend.
Further to that, from the very same polytope geometry, we

get that optimal solutions with a larger support may exist as
points on the facets between possibly multiple optimal vertices.
Actually, this can be generalized by noting that if two different
joint-probabilities and exist for which the deviation
matrices are and respectively then,
for any we may set and
obtain that is a joint probability with support ,
that causes a correlation matrix so that

confirming that the “quality” of the new joint probability is anal-
ogous to that of the two generating joint probabilities.

V. EFFICIENT SYNTHESIS PROCEDURES

The LP problem in (5) maps the task of designing the
random vector generator into a precise mathematical procedure
and highlights an important property (i.e., the fact that the
cardinality of the lookup table can be ) that ensures the
viability of the proposed approach.
Yet, it is a problem entailing a number of variables that is

exponential in the size of the problem. Actually, though it goes
out of the scope of this paper, it can be proved that solving (5)
is NP-hard.
To tackle it for reasonable and useful values of we should

rely on slightly non-trivial Operation Research methods that can
be better explained if we rewrite our problem in standard form,
i.e., as

(6)

where is the real number to minimize that depends linearly
on non-negative variables collected in the column vector
through the coefficients contained in the -dimensional row
vector . The same variables are also subject to equality con-
straints that are described by the matrix and by the
-dimensional column vector .
To put (5) in standard form, let us indicate with any

operator that takes a symmetric matrix and rearranges the en-
tries in its lower-left part (excluding the diagonal) in a column

vector. Sort also the vectors in any arbitrary order
.

With this, set ,
and , with

where is the identity matrix.
The fact that the number of columns of increases expo-

nentially with encourages us to look into column generation
methods that directly follow from the property we already dis-
cussed on the support of the optimal .
In fact, from the fact that a solution of (6) exists for which at

most of the entries of are non-zero, we get that when the
minimum is reached, only of the columns of the matrix are
involved in the linear combination yielding .
Hence, solving (6) boils down to selecting the right set of

columns. In fact, once a set of columns (usually called a basis)
is selected and arranged as a square matrix , and the corre-
sponding coefficients in are collected in the shorter vector ,
when is nonsingular the non-zero entries of can be found in
the vector and are such that the objective function
amounts to .
To this, we may add the fundamental mechanism on which

the most celebrated algorithm for solving LP problems (i.e.,
the simplex method) is based [8]: thanks to the linearity of the
problem, optimality can be pursued in an iterative way by taking
any candidate basis and possibly substituting its elements with
new columns one at a time so that the corresponding value of
decreases at each substitution.
Hence, starting from any basis, our path to the minimum is

made of two steps: (i) find a column that can enter the basis to
reduce the value of ; (ii) find the column that can exit from
the basis without impairing the reduction of . If (i) does not
find any suitable column then we are at the minimum and (6) is
solved.
To rehearse the basics of this method, let us indicate with
the column of corresponding to a certain , i.e.,

and with the corresponding coefficient

in the row vector . The so-called reduced cost of the column
corresponding to is and indi-
cates the increase in the objective function that one obtains by
changing the value of from 0 to 1.
From this we get that if there is no advantage in

setting and thus in introducing in the basis.
Actually, if for every that currently has

then, step (i) fails and the current solution is the op-
timal one since no new column can be substituted into the cur-
rent basis to reduce . On the contrary, any column corre-
sponding to is a candidate entry in the basis.
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TABLE I
COLUMN GENERATION METHOD TO SOLVE (5)

Once that a column corresponding to is found,
step (ii) above is implicitly obtained by solving (6) with

to obtain a solution in which the entry of corre-
sponding to the column that must exit the basis is set to 0.
To formalize the application of this method to our problem

assume that the function gives the matrix and
the vector corresponding to the basis of the solution of (6),
start from a set of columns that guarantees feasibility, and look
among the rightmost columns of that correspond to a null
entry in the vector for additional columns with a negative re-
duced cost.
By choosing a maximum tolerated error we may lay

down the procedure described in Table I, in which indicates
its -th column of the generic matrix .
Step 1 sets 0 as the default probability of each . Step 2 finds

a first feasible basis. Steps from 3 to 9 loop until the prescribed
tolerance is not satisfied and a further column can be profitably
added to the basis. Steps from 9 to 15 map the solution of (6)
back into the probabilities that we want to compute. Steps
2 and 5 entail the solution of a LP problem of size and
can be tackled by standard means. On the contrary, step 4 en-
tails a search that, in principle, scans all the possible candi-
date columns and must be considered carefully. More precisely,
a trivial scan will be equivalent complexity-wise to solve the
entire problem with columns, thus step 4 is generally formu-
lated and solved as an optimization problem per se.
In fact, even assuming that finding a column with a negative

reduced cost is a simple task (and it is not), the actual “quality”
of a column is, in general, difficult to assess and columns that
are introduced at a certain iteration may be discarded later and
then re-admitted later-on in the pursue of optimality.
A possible and common approach to step 4 is to look for

columns that promise to maximize the variation of the objective
function if introduced in the basis, i.e., to minimize the reduced
cost in the hope of minimizing the number of steps taken to
update the starting basis to the optimal one. In mathematical
terms, this translates into minimizing with
respect to . Since all the columns of among which

we are looking are of the kind for some , this

translates into the subsidiary optimization problem

(7)

that is a special case of a Binary Quadratic Problem (BQP) as
the variables can take only two values.
Since, in general, BQPs are NP-hard, there is little hope that a

polynomial-time algorithm can be found for (7) though the same
can be tackled by means of standard solvers for up to few tens.
One, well grounded technique is to recast it into a Binary Linear
Programming (BLP) problem. This can be done by noting that
the quadratic form in the objective function of (7) is a linear
combination of the products .
To exploit that, one may then define alternative variables
for with the additional constraints

for any , and
for .

The constraints are such that and thus, by
setting we obtain
. The latter equality allows the substitutions of a product with a
linear combination and allows to express the objective function
of (7) in linear terms.
Further to this linearization-based attack, heuristic ap-

proaches can be tried, among which we chose the evolutionary
technique in [9] that is tailored to BQP problems and exhibits
very good performance with larger scale problems. Indeed, note
that for the method to be mathematically exact it is enough that
at step 4 of the Algorithm in Table I, a column with negative
reduced cost is selected, not necessarily the most negative one.
In other words, in principle (7) must be solved to optimality
only once to prove that no such column exists, provided a very
effective heuristic for step 4 is available.

VI. APPLICATION TO COMPRESSIVE SENSING

Though the method we describe is completely general, it has
a straightforward application in optimizing some Compressive
Sensing (CS) architecture. CS concerns the possibility of ex-
ploiting dimensionality reduction techniques for signal acqui-
sition to reduce the resources (hardware complexity/consump-
tion, cost transmission, storage need, etc.) entailed by sensing
operations.
In particular, CS is applied to signals modeled as -dimen-

sional random vectors whose realizations can always be ex-
pressed as the linear combination of a number of suitably
chosen basis vectors, with much smaller than . In formulas,
if is the basis matrix, then where, for each
instance of , has only at most non-zero entries. This
assumption is called sparsity.
According to CS [10], instead of acquiring each component

of (for a total of measurements), we project it along vec-
tors (with ) arranged as the rows of the so-called
measurement matrix so that the -dimensional measurement
vector is . Though the matrix is
with , sparsity allows to reconstruct from providing
some assumptions are satisfied.
These assumptions are commonly fulfilled by using a random

matrix whose entries, for the sake of implementation sim-
plicity, can be constrained to be either binary or antipodal.
When such a kind of matrix is used, reconstruction can be

obtained with high probability by looking for the vector that
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Fig. 2. Compressive sensing acquisition of an image using DMD driven by
the proposed LUT-based generator of binary/antipodal vectors and one or two
photon counting detectors integrating the incoming light. Measurements are
taken as to exemplify antipodal correlation synthesis.

is compatible with measurements and has the least possible ,
i.e., solving

that can be easily recast into a LP problem with the same tech-
nique we used for our problem.
Further to that, it has been recently observed [12], [13] that

signals, however sparse, do not usually distribute their energy
evenly over the whole signal space but, on average, concentrate
it along some subspaces. This localization can be exploited by
keeping the classical random projection approach while maxi-
mizing the so called rakeness, i.e., the average amount of en-
ergy that the projections are able to rake from the signal. The
design flow (see, e.g., [13]) identifies a correlation profile that
random projections should follow to achieve optimum perfor-
mance as far as the reconstruction of from is concerned.
This is why, some of the many proposed hardware implemen-

tations of CS architectures (see e.g., [15], [16], [17]) can benefit
from the generation of antipodal vectors with a prescribed cor-
relation.
We may demonstrate this by simulating at functional level a

slightlymodified, toy version of the classical “one pixel camera”
[14] in which an image is reflected by a digital micromirror
device into two different photon counting devices simply in-
tegrating the incoming light as in Fig. 2 (actually making it a
“two-pixel camera”).

To exemplify our method we scale down the general system
and consider the acquisition of simple black-and-white im-
ages by means of a 24 24 grid corresponding to 24 24
micromirrors.
For each image integrations are performed, each corre-

sponding to a randomized configuration of the mirrors. Since
two counters are deployed we integrate the light coming from
either kind of mirror cells and yield their difference thus ideally
projecting the image along an antipodal vector in which the two
possible mirror angles correspond to 1 and .
Original images represent small white printed numbers or let-

ters on a black background with a gray dithering to make the
curves smoother to the human eye. Numbers and letters are ran-
domly rotated and offset from the center of the image. Although
due to random rotations and offsets almost all pixels have a
non-vanishing probability of being non-zero, a typical image
contains only about 30 bright pixels, so that it can be consid-
ered sparse in the natural basis containing 576 vectors.
Random projections are generated by regularly partitioning

the 24 24 grid into square blocks whose side is pixel,
.

The statistics of each block are extracted from a training set of
randomly generated images and used as the input of the design
flow in [13] to compute the correlation profile that projections
should have to optimize acquisition performance.
The method presented in this paper is then used to compile

the LUTs needed for the generation of the micromirror
patterns, whose total size goes from approx 30 Kbit ( ) to
7 Mbit ( ).
The system is then simulated using other randomly gener-

ated testing images from which projections are taken and fed
into a standard algorithm [10] to reconstruct the orig-
inal image. Quality is assessed as the Average Reconstruction
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (ARSNR), i.e., assuming that is the
vector unrolling of the original image and is the result of the

reconstrucion, the mean of over many
acquisition trials.
As a reference case, we take the acquisitions of the same

images by means of measurements that are projec-
tions on Bernoulli sequences, i.e., sequences of independent an-
tipodal random variables with a uniform probability assignment.
The reference case results in an .
Starting from this, the performance of rakeness-based design

is quantified as the minimum number, , of measurements
for which . Clearly, the lower the
the lower the resources needed to effectively acquire the given
signals and the better the performance.
Fig. 3 shows how performance changes with , i.e., how

much the ability of raking signal energy helps in reducing the
resources needed to acquire it with respect to the reference case.
Since adaptation to the signal depends on the ability of repro-
ducing a given correlation profile by means of antipodal sym-
bols, the same trend shows the effectiveness of the approach we
propose here.
Fig. 4 shows some of the correlations that have been re-

produced by the proposed method. For each , the pixels in the
block are numbered from 0 to and their correlation

is represented by a pseudo-image whose -th pixel
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Fig. 3. The minimum number of measurements needed to ensure an ARSNR
of 47 dB depending on the size of the blocks for which adaptation is sought. The
increasing improvements with respect to the reference case (horizontal line) can
be obtained thanks to the effectiveness of the method we propose in obtaining
prescribed correlations using antipodal symbols.

Fig. 4. Pictorial representation of some of the target correlations reproduced
by the LUT-based generators in the sample application.

has a brightness proportional to the correlation value. Note that,
with the exception of the diagonal in which all pixels are white
since all correlations are 1, the absence of a Toeplitz structure
indicates that the underlying process is non-stationary.
Improvements do not come for free since the time needed to

find the LUTs content increases as increases. Our syntheses
were carried out by means of a dedicated program written in
C++ exploiting existing modules to implement the heuristic in
[9], and the IBM CPLEX callable library to both solve (7) when
the heuristic fails to find a suitable column, and to solve (6)
whenever a column can be added. The program runs on dedi-
cated quad-core AMD Opteron units with 32 GB of RAM and
a 2.5 GHz clock frequency. With this, synthesis times went
from fractions of a second for to 6 seconds (ap-
prox 73 days of offline computation) for (that implies

potential columns in the matrix in (6)).
Note that, in this application, performance saturates and there

is little need to go beyond . The corresponding LUTs
could be computed in approximately 3 seconds, i.e., 3.5

Fig. 5. Scheme of an asynchronous DS-CDMA system with multiple users
using different spreading sequences and a receiver only one of them.

days of offline one-shot computation to yield a reduction in
of more than 25% with respect to the reference case.

It is worthwhile to stress that, in any case, the computational
effort is spent offline and only once for every class of signals
we want to adapt to, while the generation of the random vectors
requires a polynomial amount of resources.

VII. APPLICATION TO SPECTRAL SHAPING IN UWB SYSTEMS

Though its main purpose is the synthesis of non-stationary
processes with given correlations, the method we propose can
be used as a spectrum shaping procedure whenever the signal
with a prescribed spectrum enters the system in windowed form.
When this happens, the fact that we rely on optimization,

may result in increased performance with respect to existing
approaches.
To exemplify this possibility we address the problem of

designing an UWB multi-user asynchronous communica-
tion system based on DS-CDMA that must co-exist with a
narrow-band service causing severe interference in part of the
bandwidth. The baseband equivalent of the system is reported
in Fig. 5. Each user encodes its information in an antipodal
rectangular PAM with bit time and multiplies it by an
antipodal spreading PAM waveform whose period is also
but whose symbol time is with . The spreading
signal of the -th user ( ) is identified by the
symbols for .
Before reaching a receiver the transmitted signals experience

different random delays and are corrupted by the narrow-band
interference and by white thermal noise.
The receiver interested in decoding the -th stream does so

in the simplest possible way, i.e., by thresholding the output of
a correlator acting as a filter matched with the signal of interest.
The presence of three kinds of disturbance reflects on the ex-

pression of the Bit-Error-Probability (BEP) suffered by the -th
receiver that is [18], [19]

(8)
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where is the Bessel function of the first-kind,
, and the three parameters , , and ac-

count, respectively, for the narrow-band interference, for the
multi-access interference, and for the thermal noise.
Assuming that is the bit energy, is the bit time,

is the bit power, and that the narrow-band in-
terference can be modeled as a sinusoidal tone with power
and frequency , we have

(9)

where .
Multiple access interference, is modeled with

(10)
where the partial cross-correlation function is defined
as if ,

if .
Thermal noise with two-sided spectral density equal to

is accounted for by setting .
From (8), (9) and (10) one gets that performance depends

on the antipodal symbols involved in spreading. Moreover, if
one assumes that those symbols are taken from independent
realizations of a stationary antipodal process, everything can
be rewritten in terms of the autocorrelation of that process
[20], thus translating performance optimization into a spectral
shaping task.
As thoroughly discussed in [19], the design must administer

the trade-off between the smoothly high-pass spectrum min-
imizing the average of even in presence of multipath
propagation [20], [21], [22] and the spectrum minimizing ,
which clearly avoids putting power in a neighborhood of .
An example of a spectrum addressing such a trade-off when

and the NB interfering power is such that
is reported as a dashed line in Fig. 6. The

notch around should, in principle, be as deep as possible
while its width has been optimized in [19].
Such a profile is non-trivial per-se and the antipodality con-

straint forces us to consider approximations. The problem can
be tackled by means of a Linear Probability Feedback (LPF)
generator [7] yielding the approximation shown in Fig. 6 as the
light gray continuous track.
The inverse Fourier transform of the desired spectrum can

also be arranged in the matrix so that we may employ the
method proposed in this paper to compute the content of a LUT
from which we may extract the antipodal vectors identifying the
spreading sequences of each user.
As an example, for , our procedure takes 1.4 to

select vectors and their associated probabilities
from potential columns.
The resulting spectrum is reported in Fig. 6 as the dark gray

continuous track and is clearly a better approximation of the de-
sired profile with respect to the one given by the LPF generator.

Fig. 6. A spectral profile coping with both multiple access interference and
narrow-band interference (dashed line) and its approximation by means of an
LPF generator and of a LUT-based generator.

Fig. 7. The outage probability curves for systems inwhich spreading sequences
are generated by an antipodal Bernoulli process, an LPF generator and a LUT-
based generator.

To assess how much spectral shaping affects overall perfor-
mance we simulate many sequence assignments and, without
any loss of generality, focus on the 0-th receiver. Each assign-
ment results in a different that can be computed with (8).
Given a certain BEP level , the corresponding outage proba-
bility is the probability that a sequence assignment yields
a .
Outage probabilities depend on the policies for sequence as-

signment and if then the policy resulting in
yields a better system than that resulting in .

In the particular case addressed above and for ,
we simulate three possible policies: a purely randommechanism
in which the are independent antipodal Bernoulli random
variables yielding a flat spectrum and resulting in , a
procedure based on a suitably designed LPF [19] yielding the
first approximation in Fig. 6 and resulting in , and
a procedure based on the above computed LUT yielding the
second approximation in Fig. 6 and resulting in .
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From the comparison of the three curves in Fig. 7 we get
that spectrum shaping has a definite impact on performance
and that the improvement due to the better approximation
with the method we propose is unmistakeable. For ex-
ample, a BEP of less than 2 can be guaranteed with
a LUT-based sequence assignment in practically all cases
( ) while it is exceeded in approxima-
tively of the cases when using an LPF
and in approximatively of the cases when
no spectrum shaping is adopted.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We tackle the problem of generating -dimensional random
vectors with antipodal components whose 2nd-order correlation
is as close as possible to a target one.
The design flow is formulated as a large-scale LP problem

that can be solved by column generation methods and estab-
lished heuristics.
The hardware-friendliness of two-value vectors allows the

implementation of LUT-based generators whose storage re-
quirement is .
Examples are shown in the fields of Compressive Sensing and

of UWB systems based on DS-CDMA.
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